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Abstract 
Science Accommodation and Science Instrument hosting from a space mission and space resources design “Total 
Systems & Science Engineering” perspective.  This paper will present a short end-to-end science coordination 
mission, along with first introduction of the Ka-Band occulting system in the planning stages using the newly 
launched O3B Networks medium Earth Orbit equatorial communication spacecraft as the Ka Band source. 
 
1. Introduction 
Radio Occultation has been used on many of the planets to 
date, generally at higher frequencies than L-Band, in the S- to 
Ka-Bands (2.3 to 30+ GHz).  General RO methods at Earth, 
has been used with the L-Band due to the prominence of 
„free‟ transmitters with the GNSS systems.  An extension of 
this method into the Ka-Bands (~20 GHz) on a newer system 
launched in 2013 system is described. The information to be 
presented is twofold, one on the mission and payload 
description for Ka-Band radio occultation, and two, on the 
process of designing spacecraft for science missions, with 
this Ka-Band mission being the example. 
 
2. Methods 
The O3B satellites are orbiting roughly 8000 km altitude 
over the equator with coverage ~ +/-45 degrees of Latitude, 
see Figure 1.  There are 12 satellites in the first 
constellation, with a plan for a total of 24; with 4 in orbit now, 
and 4 more launching September 2013. The downlink 
frequencies that are available are mostly from 17.8 to 19.3 
GHz with some higher to 20.2 GHz.  It is possible for their 
satellites to have some of their dishes pointing at the Earth 
Limb. These would transmit two or more pure carrier 
frequencies to use for occulting signal reception.  The 
antennas on the O3B spacecraft are approximately 30 cm, 
and at 19 GHz, that is 44 dB of gain, and ~ 3 degree beam 
width.  See Figure 2.  For the receiver spacecraft, we can 
have larger antennas if desired, but a 30 cm one is used for 
analysis, both from the science perspective, and for its impact 
on pointing requirements and platform stability requirements 
levied on the spacecraft design.   
The Receiving spacecraft orbits will be modeled after the 
COSMIC system, though with 12 to 24 spacecraft in 72 
degrees inclination and 800 km circular orbits.  Real time 
communications can also be performed with the O3B 
spacecraft, or alternately with Inmarsat.  Standard ground 
stations can be used to collect the resultant occultation data 
for store and forward methods. 
 
 
Fig. 1  Occulting Coverage in Ka-Band (1) 
 
 
 
Figure 2.  Spacecraft steerable spot beams (1) 
 
3. Results and Discussion 
     Results will be shown for Occulting statistics if Ka 
band receivers were on board 12 to 24 higher inclination 
satellites, with a discussion of similar data products with 
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higher energy carriers and shorter wavelengths of ~1.6 cm 
plausible for ingestion into forecasting models.  Figure 3 
below are estimate of standard deviation of water vapor error 
for clear sky tropical profile retrieved tracking four O3B 
signals at 17.8, 18.6, 19.3 and 20.2 GHz.   
 
    Figure 3 Tropical water vapor error (2) 
 
 Suggestions and first level design constraints are also 
shown for hosting occulting receivers at these frequencies, 
and their proposed antenna design gain patterns and 
pointing control.  Spacecraft accommodation system 
engineering is addressed and interactions of the classical 
spacecraft subsystem trades are presented, for spacecraft 
and instrument for GNSS-RO and Ka-RO for spacecraft 
such as depicted in Figure 4. 
 
Figure 4 – GNSS & Ka Radio Occultation spacecraft 
concept (2) 
 
4. Summary 
Radio Occultation information content is not restricted to 
GNSS-RO; and should be investigated in most all 
available stable frequency sources.  This describes one 
current Ka-Band radio source and how an RO system 
could be implemented, as well as some projected data 
quantity and data utility for ingesting into the forecast 
models.   
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